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1. INTRODUCTION 
We work over a fixed but arbitrary ground field, 06. A graded Lie 
algebra is a graded vector space, L, equipped with bilinear maps [ , ] : 
Li x L, + Li, j satisfying, in particular, 
[x,y-J+(-l)!‘[y,x]=O 
and 
for x E Li, y E Lj, z E L. This is the complete definition unless char 06 = 2 or 
3; in these cases there are additional technical conditions (cf., e.g., [3, 
p. 181). If each Li is finite dimensional we say that L has finite type. 
Let x EL be an element of a graded Lie algebra. We call x an Engel 
element if for each y E L there is an integer n(v) such that 
(ad x)“(‘) (y) = 0. 
The linear span of the Engel elements of L is a graded subspace EC L, 
which we call the Engel subspace of L. (Note that the set of Engel elements 
may not be closed either under sum or Lie bracket, and that E may not be 
a sub Lie algebra.) 
Finally, we recall that graded Lie algebras, L, have universal enveloping 
algebras, UL ; if char 06 # 2 these are defined as usual by 
Moreover UL always satisfies a Poincare-Birkoff-Witt theorem (cf., e.g., 
[6, Remark 1.141. 
In this paper we are particularly interested in certain graded Lie algebras 
which arise naturally in homotopy theory and in commutative algebra. 
Thus if X is a simply connected topological space its rational homotopy Lie 
algebra L, is defined by 
L, = 7c* (52X) 0 Q; [ , ] = Samelson product. 
And if A is a local noetherian ring with residue field 06 then [lo, 1, 111 
ExtA(Od, 06) is naturally the universal enveloping algebra of a graded Lie 
algebra, L,: the homotopy Lie algebra of A. 
In both cases L, and L, are concentrated in degrees >O, and while it 
is customary to write the degrees of L, as superscripts, we ignore that con- 
vention and write the degrees as subscripts in both cases (for simplicity’s 
sake). The graded Lie algebra L, always has finite type; and if the spaces 
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H,(X; CD) are finite dimensional then L, has finite type as well. We thus 
consider graded Lie algebras, L, which satisfy 
L is concentrated in degrees > 0 and L has finite type. (1.1) 
The fundamental property, however, shared by the graded Lie algebras 
L, and L, is a restriction on their depth: we recall that the depth of a 
graded Lie algebra, L, is the least integer m such that Ext$&, UL) # 0. If 
Ext$(k, UL) = 0 then L has infinite depth. 
For L, and L, in particular we have 
THEOREM [6]. Let X be a simply connected topological space with each 
H,(X; 62) finite dimensional, and let A be a local noetherian ring with residue 
field 06. Then 
depth L, < LS cat(X) and depth L, < emb dim(A), 
where LS cat is Lusternik-Schnirelmann category and emb dim is embedding 
dimension. 
This theorem motivates the study of graded Lie algebras satisfying (1.1) 
and of finite depth. These Lie algebras satisfy very restrictive conditions: 
THEOREM [6]. Let R(L) be the sum of the solvable ideals of a graded 
Lie algebra, L, satisfying (1.1). Zf L has finite depth then R(L) is finite 
dimensional, and 
dim R,,,,(L) < depth L. (1.2) 
Equality holds in (1.2) tf and only if L is finite dimensional, in which case 
L = R(L). 
Note that if R(L) is finite dimensional then R(L) is contained in E(L), 
because L = L,O. Thus the principal result of this paper can be regarded 
as a considerable strengthening of (1.2); it reads 
THEOREM I. Suppose L is a graded Lie algebra satisfying (1.1). Its Engel 
subspace. E(L) then satisfies 
dim E,,,,(L) d depth L. 
Zf L has finite depth then equality holds tf and only if L is finite dimensional. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf L satisfies (1.1) and has finite depth, then for all 
0 # x E L of sufficiently large even degree there is some y E L such that 
(ad xjk y # 0, k>,O. 
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COROLLARY 2. (A Graded Engel’s Theorem). Zf L satisfies ( 1.1) and has 
finite depth, and if every x E L,,,, is an Engel element then L is a finite 
dimensional (hence nilpotent) graded Lie algebra. 
ProoJ: The theorem implies that for some N, L,, is concentrated in 
odd degrees. It is thus an abelian ideal, hence in R(L), and hence of finite 
dimension. 1 
The proof of Theorem I depends on the following homological result. 
Suppose 
O-kI+L+L/I-+O 
is a short exact sequence of graded Lie algebras. There is then a natural 
representation of L/Z in each Tor,U’(fk, 06) (arising in the Hochschild-Serre 
spectral sequence [7]). Our homological result is 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Suppose that (i) L satisfies (l.l), (ii) L/Z is finitely 
generated as a graded Lie algebra and, (iii) for each CI E Tor,U’(lk, lk), 
dim,( UL/I) . c( < co. 
Then 
depth L = depth I+ depth L/I. 
This proposition is true more generally for short exact sequences of 
graded cocommutative Hopf algebras and we prove it in this context in 
Section 2 (Theorem II). In the rest of this section we give a number of 
examples and the reduction of the proof of Theorem I to Proposition 1.3. 
We adopt the following notation: II(V) is the free graded Lie algebra 
on a graded vector space, V. If V has a basis xi, . . . . x, we also write 
n_(V) = !l(X,) . ..) x,). The examples follow. 
EXAMPLE 1.4. L= Il(x, y)/[x, [x, y]], degx=deg y=2. It is well 
known (cf., e.g., [9, Chap. 21) that UL has global dimension 2 and hence 
[6] depth L ~2. On the other hand clearly XEE,(L) and L is infinite 
dimensional. Thus Theorem I implies that 
depth L = 2 and E(L)=u6.x. 
Finally, we note that ad x is not nilpotent and so R(L) = 0. 
EXAMPLE 1.5. L= Lb, y)/[xi-x, [x, ~111, CY, CY, CY, xl]], ii= Q’, 
degx=deg y= 1. 
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This graded Lie algebra is the object of Anick’s article [2]. (It is also 
considered in [S].) On page 217 Anick gives explicitly the map 
d: V-r ,4’V, dual to the Lie bracket [ , 1: LO L -+ L, in terms of a basis ai, 
bi, ci, pi, qi of V. From this it follows easily that L contains no solvable 
non-zero ideals of finite or infinite dimension: R(L) = 0. 
But it also follows that the elements ui, USE L,,,,, dual to pi, qi, satisfy 
(ad ui)3 = (ad ui)3 = 0. This shows that E,,,.(L) is infinite dimensional. 
Thus L has infinite depth; i.e., ExtzL(06, UL) = 0. (The enterprising reader 
is challenged to show this directly.) 
Because ideals I in graded Lie algebras J satisfy depth I< depth J it 
follows that L does not occur as an ideal in the homotopy Lie algebra of 
a simply connected space X of finite category and finite rational betti num- 
bers. On the other hand, if we consider the generators x, ye L,(S* v S*) 
and attach two 6-cells via [x, [x, [Ix, y]]] and [y, [y, [y, xl]] we get a 
space X= S* v S* u (e” v e”) such that L, contains L as a subalgebra [IS]. 
EXAMPLE 1.6. L = Der ,0 II(V), V a finite dimensional graded vector 
space of dimension 23. 
Write V= (a) @ W, where either u has even degree or else all of V is con- 
centrated in odd degrees. In the first case fL( W),,,, is infinite dimensional; 
in the second lL( W)odd is infinite dimensional. Thus there are infinitely 
many linearly independent 8 E Dereven(fL( V)) such that 8: v + [L(W) and 
0(W) = 0. Such a derivation satisfies 8 nCa)u =0, a E k(V). Because V is finite 
dimensional it follows that (ad 13)~~‘) cl=0 for each cc~Der R(V). Thus 
8 E E,,,,(L) and this space has infinite dimension. In particular, Theorem I 
shows that depth L = co; i.e., 
Ext &( k, UL) = 0. 
EXAMPLE 1.7. L = Der,, lL( V)/ad(L( V)), the graded Lie algebra of 
outer derivations of L(V), V a finite dimensional graded vector space of 
dimension 2 3. 
Note that for any x E [L(V), ad x(v) is in the Lie ideal generated by u. 
Thus the derivations, 0, constructed in Example 1.5 represent non-zero 
elements in L, and hence E,,,,(L) h as infinite dimension. Again Theorem I 
implies that 
Ext;Jk, UL) = 0; 
i.e., depth L = co. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem I and show how to deduce it from 
Proposition 1.3. We begin by choosing a basis xi, x2, . . . of L such that 
degx,ddegx,< ... and which contains as a subset a basis for E(L) 
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consisting of Engel elements. Let L(i) be the linear span of (x~}~, !; then 
L(i) is an ideal in L and so [6, Lemma 3.11 
depth L( 1) > depth L(2) 3 . . . 
We show that if xi is an Engel element of even degree then 
depth L(i) = depth L(i + 1) + 1; 
this clearly implies Theorem I. In other words, the proof of Theorem I is 
reduced to considering short exact sequences of graded Lie algebras 
(satisfying (1.1)) of the form 
o-+I-+L-+k~x+o, deg X even, 
and showing that if X is represented by an Engel element XE L then 
depth L = depth I + 1. (l-8) 
We deduce this from Proposition 1.3 as follows. Denote 06 .X simply by 
X. Since U(X) = S(X) has depth 1, we have only to show that for 
a E Tor,U’( 86, lk), 
dim,(S(z) ‘~1) -C co. (1.9) 
Recall that the action of S(X) on Tor,U’(lk, 06) is given as follows [7]. 
Identify [4] 
Tor,U’(lk, 06) = ZZ(AsZ, a), 
where (sl), = Z,- i and 8 is defined via the Lie bracket. Let x E L be a 
representative of X and define a derivation 0 in AsZ by 
Qsx, A . .’ A sxp)=px* A . ..S[X.Xi] ... A sxp. 
Then 88 = 88 and the action of X is given by H(B). 
But here x is an Engel element and so clearly for all a E AsZ there is an 
n(a) such that 8 “(*)a = 0. The same property then holds for H(B), and so 
(1.9) follows. 
2. HOPF ALGEBRAS 
To simplify terminology we adopt the 
CONVENTION. By Hopf algebra we mean a graded cocommutative Hopf 
algebra, G, concentrated in degrees 20, such that G, = gd and each Gi is 
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finite dimensional. (Note that if L is a graded Lie algebra satisfying (1.1) 
then UL satisfies these conditions.) We also use 0 for OR and Horn for 
Horn,. 
We recall now [ 10, Sect. 81 that a Hopf algebra, G, admits a canonical 
conjugation, oo, which is an automorphism of coalgebras and satisfies 
w,(ab) = (- 1) degadegb ba. If N is a left G-module and M is a right (respec- 
tively left) G-module then we use the homomorphisms 
GL, GQG- G“PPQG (resp. G d GQG) 
to make MO N into a left G-module, and we say that G acts diagonally on 
MON. 
In particular when A4 is a right module we have the linear surjections 
7t1:M@N-*MQGN and n,:MQN + hoc (MO N), and there follows 
easily from the definition of oG the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2.1. There is a unique isomorphism 
MQG NrkQc (MOW 
which identifies Ir,(mQn) with n,(m@n), mEM, nEN. 
Now suppose that H + G + G//H is a short exact sequence of Hopf 
algebras and that N is a left G-module. There is then a classical spectral 
sequence (the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence) converging from E& = 
TorG”H(lk, Torn@, N)) to TorG 
repr&entation ‘of G//H in Tor, (06, N), and we need to recall how this is 
B + Job, N). Implicit in this assertion is a 
defined. 
Indeed let F, A 06 be a resolution of 06 by free right G-modules. Then 
this is also an H-free resolution, and so 
Torf;‘(k N) = W’, OH N) = WV’, OH G) CL- NJ. 
On the other hand, the identification F, @.H G = ikOH (F, @G) of 
Lemma 2.1 shows that the diagonal action of G in F, 0 G factors to yield 
a representation of G//H in F, OH G. This representation commutes with 
the differentials and with the right action of G. Thus it induces a represen- 
tation of G//H in H(F, OH G @G N) = TorT(h, N). This is the representa- 
tion which is used to get the E*-term of the Hochschild-Serre spectral 
sequence. 
Our goal in this section is the following theorem; it contains Proposi- 
tion 1.3. 
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THEOREM Il. Suppose H -+ G + G//H is a short exact sequence of 
Hopf algebras, in which G//H is a finitely generated algebra. Assume that 
the Hochschild-Serre representation qf G//H in TorF(Os, 06) satisfies the 
following: for each a E Torc(k, 06) 
dim,(G//H. a) is finite. 
Then 
depth G = depth H + depth G//H. 
Remark. We recall that if G” = Hom(G, 06) is the vector space dual of 
G, then Ext$(Os, G) is the vector space dual of Tor,G(Os, G”) [4]. Thus 
depth G = inf{p ( TorF(Os, G ” ) # 0}, 
and this is the definition we use in the proof of Theorem II. 
Before beginning the proof proper of Theorem II, we need to set up some 
elementary linear algebra. Thus we let A be any graded L-algebra and note 
that for any graded vector space, V, Hom(A, V) is an A-module via 
(a. cr)(a’) = (- l)deg-ga+dega’) a(a’a), CI E Hom(A, V) a, CI’ E A. 
When V= 06 this is just the dual, A “, of A. In general, 
A ” @ VC Hom(A, V) is the submodule of linear maps of finite rank over 
86. For a linear map y : V + I/’ of degree zero we write 
Hom(A, y): Hom(A, V) --f Hom(A, V’) 
for the A-module map CI H y 0 tl. 
Now we define an enriched A-module to be a degree zero linear map 
Mf-V 
from an A-module M to a graded vector space V; we simplify notation and 





v- V’ dv 
in which 4M is a degree zero A-module map and 4” is a (degree zero) 
linear map. Given such a morphism we set ker q5 = ker q5,+, J ker q5,,, 
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Im 4 = Imd, f’ Im 4V, and coker 4 = M’/Im#, + V’/Im dV. A 
sequence, [f] -& [f’] I/,, [f”], is exact if Im 4 = ker +. 
An enriched A-module M -L I/ determines a natural map of A-modules 
F: M --) Hom(A, V); F(m)(a) = (- l)degmdega f( nz). 
Here naturality means that the morphism 4 above satisfies F’oQI~ = 
Hom(A, 4 y) 0 F. We say M f, V is weakly cofree if F is an isomorphism 
onto the submodule A ” @ V: 
Remark 2.2. Note that for any enriched A-module, F(m)(A) = f(A . m). 
Thus if the modules A . m, m E M, are finite dimensional/h, it follows that 
Im F c A ” 0 I/. Conversely, if M f, V is weakly cofree, and if A has the 
form A = 06.1, @A + and A is a graded vector space of finite type, it 
follows that 
dim,(A .m) -C co, mEM. 
With the aid of the naturality of F, some elementary and classical exact- 
ness arguments, and Remark 2.2 one can trivially deduce the properties 
listed in the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. (i) An enriched A-module is weakly cofree if and only 
if it is isomorphic with A ” 0 V-S I/ given by E(h Q v) = h( 1) v. 
(ii) Zf C#J is a morphism of weakly cofree enriched A-modules then 
ker 4, Im 4, and coker 4 are weakly cofree. 
(iii) Suppose A is a finitely generated h-algebra of the form 
06.l,@A+. Zf 
0-r Cfl--) Cf’l+ Cf”l+0 
is a short exact sequence of enriched A-modules, and if [f ] and [f”] are 
weakly cofree, then so is [f 'I. 
(iv) Suppose A is as in (iii). Zf 
IIf llf’l+ Cf”lj Cf"'l-+ Cf”“1 
is an exact sequence of enriched A-modules, and tf all except [f”] are 
weakly cofree, then [f “1 is weakly cofree. 
(v) The direct limit of weakly cofree enriched A-modules is weakly 
cofree. 
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Now consider a short exact sequence of Hopf algebras, H + G + G//H. 
The inclusion H + G dualizes to a linear map of degree zero G ” -+ H ” of 
H-modules. Hence it induces maps 
f,:Tor:(lk,G”)-+ToryH(lk,H”) 
of degree zero (with respect to internal degree) from the G//H-module 
Tory@, G ” ) to the graded vector space Torf(Os, H ” ) (here we use internal 
degree for our grading!). The main step in the proof of Theorem II is 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that G//H is finitely generated as an algebra 
and that for some p and for each cz E Tor2’2H( 06, UC), 
dim,(G//H.cc) < co. 
Then for each q < p, 
f,: Tory@, G”)-,Tor,H(Os, H “) 
is a weakly cofree enriched G//H-module. 
Proof: Let H(n) = H/H,, and let G(n)=GfH,,G; because H is 
normal, H,,G = GH,, is a two-sided ideal [5, Lemma 3.2). Note that 
G( 1) is exactly G//H. Thus if E is a graded complement for GH, in G, 
multiplication induces isomorphisms 
HOEa G and H(n)@Ea G(n) 
of H-modules. Thus as above we can construct enriched G//H-modules 
f,(n): Torf(lk, G(n) ” ) + Torf(Os, H(n) ” ). 
Finally, the quotient maps H(n + 1)/H(n) -+ G(n + 1)/G(n) lead to the 
enriched G//H-modules 
h,(n) : Torr (k,[~]v)-+Tor:(Oa,[H~(-(-~)]“). 
Now observe that [f,] =h,[f,(n)] and that we have a long exact 
sequence 
-, CA,+ I(n)l -+ Cf,(n)l-, Cf,Cn + 1)l --* Ch,(n)l -+ Cf,- i(n)1 -, . 
Moreover [f,(O)] = 0, all q. Thus in view of Proposition 2.3(iv) and (v), it 
is sufficient to prove that [h,(n)] is weakly cofree for all n, and for 
Odqdp. 
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On the other hand the modules H(n + 1)/H(n) and G(n + 1)/G(n) are 
trivial H-modules, and the isomorphism 
G(n + 1)/G(n) z H(n + 1)/H(n) 0 G//H 
is an isomorphism of G-modules, where G acts by id@mult(g) on the 
right-hand side. Thus if ei is a basis of H(n + 1 )/H(n) we can identify the 
inclusion H(n + 1)/H(n) + G(n + 1)/G(n) with a direct sum of inclusions of 
the form 06 + G//H. This identification passes to [h,(n)], and since the 
direct sum of weakly cofree enriched modules is weakly cofree we are 
finally reduced to proving that the maps 
h, : Torr( od, (G//H) ” ) + Torr( k, lk), 
induced by the inclusion 06 + G/fH, are weakly cofree G//H-modules for 
cl< P. 
Suppose N is any G-module which is trivial as an H-module. Then there 
is an obvious isomorphism 
Torz(lk, N) z Tort@, 06) 0 N. (2.5) 
Recall our description of the Hochschild-Serre representation just before 
the statement of Theorem II. It is immediate from this that the 
isomorphism (2.5) identifies the representation of G//H in Tot-c&, N) with 
the diagonal action in Tor:(!k, 06) 0 N. 
In particular, we need only show that for q < p, 
Torf(Os, lk)@ (G//H)” % Torf(BB, 06) (2.6) 
is weakly cofree, with G//H acting diagonally in To$‘(lk, 06) @ (G//H) ” . 
But by hypothesis, Tot-f@, 06) is the increasing umon of a family of sub- 
modules M(i) of finite dimension/R and since (G//H) = 06 0 (G//H)+, it is 
easy to choose the M(i) so that the action in M(i + I )/M(i) is always 
trivial. The diagonal action of G//H in M(i + 1 )/M(i) 0 (G//H) ” reduces 
therefore to the action in the right-hand factor: a. (m @S) = + m 0 a . jY 
Thus the enriched module M( i + 1 )/M(i) 0 (G//H) ” + M( i + 1 )/M(i) is 
weakly cofree by definition. 
A final application of Proposition 2.3 shows now that (2.6) is weakly 
cofree as well. 1 
Proof of Theorem II. It follows from Proposition 2.4 that we have 
isomorphisms of G//H-modules 
Torf(Od, G”)A (G//H)‘@Tor~(k, H “), q>,O. 
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Thus the E2-term of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence is given by 
Ei y = TorF”“( k, (G//H) ” ) @ Tor,H( od, H ” ). 
If either H or G//H has infinite depth then E&s0 and so G has infinite 
depth. If H and G//H have depths r and s then E& = 0 for p < r or q <s 
and Et,s # 0. A corner argument shows then that E,“, # 0 and Ezq = 0, 
p+q<r+s; i.e., depthG=r+s. 1 
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